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Abstract: The aim of this work is to study the influence of closed loop control on diagnostic
indices of both broken bar and mixed air-gap eccentricity fault indices of the squirrel cage
induction motor drive. The present work is focused on the direct stator current isd signal
analysis, which is independent of torque load when the induction motor is controlled by an
indirect control field. The fault signatures are on the line extracted from the direct stator
current signal using the discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). The formula of themeasured
direct stator current at both conditions is determined by the transfer function of the current
loop. The obtained results show that the current loop corresponds to a low pass filter and can
reduce the magnitude of diagnostic indicators which lead to wrong evaluation of the fault.
Simulation and experiments were carried out in order to confirm the theoretical analysis.
Key words: closed loop control, discrete Fourier transformation, fault diagnostic, indirect
filed control, rotor mechanical faults, squirrel cage induction motor

1. Introduction

The induction motor is the most widely used motor in industrial applications, due to its
low cost, good performance, and excellent reliability [1–4]. Although the induction machine is
known to be robust, however, it can sometimes have different types of faults. These latter induce
failures leading to unscheduled shutdowns, production losses, costly repairs and can have serious
consequences for the safety of people, equipment and the environment. It is therefore imperative
to implement adequate monitoring systems aimed at detecting faults early.

In general, the failure of an electric machine can be classified as being electrical or mechanical
depending on the root cause of the failure. Ref. [5] describes the structure of failures in electrical
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machines. With the increasing dependence on electrical devices the monitoring of the condition
of electrical machines is becoming very important to detect faults at an early stage [5, 6]. In [6],
in areal experiment, there is no static eccentricity or dynamic eccentricity, there is the sum of two
eccentricities, which means the existence of a mixed eccentricity.

The motor current signature analysis (MCSA) is the most used method to detect faults when
the induction motor is fed directly from an isolated electrical grid [7–13]. The MCSA is the most
popular method of online motor diagnosis for detecting motor faults such as broken bars, mixed
eccentricity, or stator winding faults as presented in [14]. In [15] and [16] the authors presented
the relation between the fluctuation amplitude of the fault level and mechanical load. In [17]
and [18] the authors presented the problem appearing in the closed control when the induction
motor was supplied by an inverter. The problem is the appearance of the undesirable additional
harmonic components appearing in the current spectrum of the stator due to the switching
process. This induces the difficulty of distinguishing between the presence and the absence of
rotor cage faults. The influence of the closed current loop on the fault signatures of direct stator
and quadrature currents has been presented in [19–21]. The utilized control data is available as
direct stator currents and in quadrature to extract a correct fault index. In [22], the authors studied
the influence of the closed loop on the diagnostics of faults in induction motors. The direct stator
current is used because it is the most effective diagnostic index. Its amplitude is independent of
the operating conditions and depends only on the fault level of the motor.

Diagnostics of broken rotor bar faults in an induction machine is studied in [23]. Utilized
techniques are based on the vector quantization method (k-means), using a motor current signal
analysis (MCSA) for the detection and classification, as well as the FFT approach for identification
of the predominant frequency components.

Different methods to detect broken rotor bar faults in an induction motor are presented
in [24–27].

The eccentricity of the machine is defined as an asymmetry in the air gap between the stator
and the rotor, the nonhomogeneous distribution of the currents in the rotor and the imbalance of
the stator currents. The imbalance of forces on the bars generates a non-constant overall torque.
In [28] presented the types of eccentricity and its causes. In the case of static eccentricity, it is
a constant pull in one direction. The minimum thickness of the air gap is fixed in space due to the
ovality of the internal part of the stator or by the incorrect positioning of the rotor or stator during
the construction phase. In the dynamic eccentricity type, the minimum thickness of the air gap
rotates with the rotor (the centre of the rotor is not in its centre of rotation), due to the bending of
the rotor shaft, the wear or misalignment of bearings, mechanical resonance at critical speed.

The interturn short-circuit is classified as an electrical fault. In [29–31] presented different
methods to detect short-circuit faults in an induction motor.

Due to the flow of high currents in the remaining healthy phases during the existence of
an open-circuit fault, the machine will be subjected to dangerously imbalanced voltages and
overheating. In [32] proposed a strategy for diagnosing the open circuit fault, based on the
comparison between the current signals of faulty and healthy currents of an induction motor
model.

In [33], a bearing damage index (BDI) is proposed to detect the defective bearing.
There is no reference work that allows an analytical development of direct stator current when

taking into account the effect of the presence of the fault signatures. In addition, no mention of
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work suggested a way to overcome the effect of the current control loop. The object of this work
is to deal with the analytical development of the effect of the current loop on the fault signatures.
The current loop transfer function is utilized to obtain the attenuated formula of fault signatures.
To extract the magnitude of fault indexes, we use the discrete Fourier transform.

This work is organised as follows: The mathematical model of the induction motor for fault
conditions is presented in Section 2. The mathematical model of the induction motor for indirect
field-oriented control is defined in Section 3. The impact of the closed loop on the direct stator
current fault signatures is included in Section 4. The discrete Fourier transformation method is
utilized in Section 5. Section 6 shows the simulation and experimental results and the conclusions
are drawn in Section 7.

2. Mathematical model of the induction motor for fault condition

The squirrel-cage induction machine has three identical and symmetrical stator windings.
Each of these windings is treated as a separate winding. The squirrel cage rotor consists of nb
bars. These bars are considered to be symmetrically spaced loops.

The electrical equations of the motor are as follows:

[vs] = [Rs][is] +
d
dt

[φs] + [vn], (1)
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where:

[vs] =
[
vsa vsb vsc

] t
,

[is] =
[
isa isb isc

] t

and

[ψs] =
[
ψsa ψsb ψsc

] t
.

[vr ] =
[
vr1 · · · vrnb

] t
,

[ir ] =
[
ir1 · · · irnb

] t
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and

[ψr ] =
[
ψr1 · · · ψrnb

] t

are the rotor voltages, current and flux linkage vectors, respectively, with a dimension of (1× nb),
where nb is number of rotor bars, and vn is line neutral voltage.

The mutual inductance is given by the following equation:

Msqirk(θ) =
∞∑
h=1

Mh
sr cos

(
h

(
θ + ka − (q − 1)

2π
3
− ϕ0

))
, (5)

where:

Mh
sr =

µ0rL
g0

Nt

πp2
kwh

h2 sin
(
h

a
2

)
.

L is the length of stack, r is the average radius of the air gap, g0 is the air gap function and Nt is
the number of turns. Kwh is the winding factor and p is number of pole pairs. a = p(2π/nb) is the
electrical angle of a rotor loop. ϕ0 is the initial phase angle. q = 1, 2, 3 is the q-th stator phase.
h is the order of space harmonics resulting from the mutual inductance linkage. θ is electrical
angular position.

3. The mathematical model of the induction motor for indirect
field-oriented control

The principle of the field-oriented control (FOC) method is to operate the induction motor
as a DC motor with independent control of torque and flux control, based on torque decoupling
technique and the flux controlmethod forACmotors. The indirect flux-orientationmethod is based
on the reverse dynamics of the motor’s flux model. Thanks to the simplicity of its implementation
the rotor flux orientation scheme is the most commonly used. The flux position is estimated by the
motor model in which the rotor flux is orientated by the d-axis, rendering the part of the q-axis
equivalent to zero.

The usual assumptions to use the indirect field-oriented control approach is that the effect
of saturation is neglected. An induction motor machine model was established using the syn-
chronously rotating reference of stators and rotors. Which is presented by the following equations:




vsd = Rs Isd +
dψsd

dt
− ωsψsq

vsq = Rs Isq +
dψsq

dt
+ ωsψsd

vrd = 0 = Rr Ird +
dψrd

dt
− ωrψrq

vrq = 0 = Rr Irq +
dψrq

dt
+ ωrψrd

, (6)
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where:



ψsd = Ls Isd + LmIrd
ψsq = Ls Isq + LmIrq
ψrd = Lr Ird + LmIsd
ψrq = Lr Irq + LmIsq

. (7)

The equation of electromagnetic torque is defined by:

Γe = p
Lm

Lr

(
ψrd Isd − ψrq Ird

)
. (8)

To render the machine operate like a direct current machine with separated excitation, we use
the following formulae:




ψrq = 0
dψrq

dt
= 0

ψrd = ψr

. (9)

By putting Eq. (9) in (6) and (8), we find:




vsd = Rs Isd + LsσsIsd − ωsσLs Isq

vsq = Rs Isq + LsσsIsq + ωsσLs Isd + ωs
M
Lr
ψr

τr sψr + ψr = Msr I∗sd ωs − ω =
Isq
τr Isd

Γe = p
Msr

Lr
ψr Isq

, (10)

where: vsd , vsq , Isd , Isq , ψsd , ψsq are the direct and quadrature stator voltages, current and flux,
respectively. vrd , vrq , Ird , Irq , ψrd , ψrq are the direct and quadrature rotor voltages, current and
flux, respectively. Rs , Rr stator and rotor resistance, Ls , Lr , Lm are the self-inductance of stator

and rotor, Magnetizing inductances respectively. Γe is electromagnetic torque. s =
d
dt

represents

the Laplace operator. τr =
Lr

Rr
and σ = 1 −

M2
sr

LSLr
.

4. The impact of a closed loop on the direct stator current fault signatures

The induction motor fault like a broken bar or mixed eccentricity faults, can hold many har-
monic components inmeasured currents, its spectrum has high amplitudes next to the fundamental
components relative to other fault signatures in the high frequency.

4.1. Eccentricity fault
The eccentricity of the machine is defined as an asymmetry in the air gap between the stator

and rotor, the non-homogeneous distribution of currents in the rotor and the unbalance of the
stator currents. The imbalance of the forces on the bars generates a non-constant overall torque.

Rotor eccentricity in induction motors takes 3 types: The minimum air gap is spatially fixed:
this type is named eccentricity static. In eccentricity dynamic, the minimum air gap thickness
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rotates with the rotor. In practice, there is no static eccentricity or dynamic eccentricity, there
is the sum of the two eccentricities, the mixed eccentricity. Its frequency in the stator current is
set by:

fecc = fs ± fm =
�����
fs ± k

(
1 − s

p
fs

) �����k=1,2,3,...
,

where fs is the frequency of fundamental harmonic.

4.2. Rotor broken bars fault
Among the most studied faults, the breakage of rotor bars of an induction motors, is undoubt-

edly one of the most common. Failure of a rotor bar or short circuit ring segment can be caused
by several factors, often independent of each other. The frequencies of spectral components in
the stator current are as follows:

f rotor = |(1 ± 2ks) fs |k=1,2,3,... .

4.3. The direct stator current fault signatures
The equations of the stator current in the case of the defect are as follows:
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3

)
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The following model uses the Concordia transformation, based on the transformation of
three-phase currents, from abc coordinates to αβ coordinates, which is given by:

[
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]
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By putting Eq. (11) into (12), we find:




isα =

√
3

2
Im cos (ωst − φ0) +

√
3

2
Imd cos

(
ω f t − φ f

)
isβ =

√
3

2
Im sin (ωst − φ0) +

√
3

2
Imd sin

(
ω f t − φ f

) . (13)

To transform the currents to a synchronous reference, a rotational transformation [R(θs)] is
used, which can be written as follows:

[R(θs)] =


cos(θs) sin(θs)
− sin(θs) cos(θs)


. (14)
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By using the rotational transformation, we get:




isd =

√
3

2
Im cos(φ0) +

√
3

2
Imd cos

(
(ωs − ω f )t − φ f

)
isq =

√
3

2
Im sin(φ0) +

√
3

2
Imd sin

(
(ωs − ω f )t − φ f

) , (15)

where: ωs is the fundamental pulsation of the stator current, and ω f is pulsation of the harmonic
component. φ0, φ f , θs are initial phase angle of the stator current, pulsation of the harmonic
component, stator angular position, respectively.

Im, Imd are the maximum value of the fundamental component stator current, amplitude of
the harmonic component of the voltage and current systems, respectively.

Based on these equations it can be noticed that the current component contains two parts,
a continuous part and an alternative part, such pulsation of the alternative part is ωs − ω f , so:




isd = Isd + Ĩsd

isq = Isq + Ĩsq
. (16)

As stated earlier, direct current is suitable for the monitoring of three-phase induction motor
faults, because it is not dependent on the mechanical load variation.

The block diagram of the direct stator current Isd control loop is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The block diagram of direct stator current Isd control loop

In order to study the effect of the closed loop on the amplitude of the direct stator current
under faulty conditions, the transfer function must be determined as follows:

H (s) =
G1(s)G2(s)

1 + G1(s)G2(s)
.

The first block presents the transfer function of a PI controller that can be written as follows:

G1(s) = Kp +
Ki

s
.

The second block presents the transfer function of the controlled system, defined as follows:

G2(s) =
1

RS + σLS s
.
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The transfer function of the direct stator current loop is given by:

H (s) =
Kps + Ki

s2 + 2ξωns + ω2
n

. (17)

It can be noticed that Eq. (17) acts as a transfer function of a low-pass filters, and passes

a pulsation lower than
√

Ki

σLs
.

The transfer function of the low-pass filter is as follows:

H (s) =
Kω2

n

s2 + 2ξωns + ω2
n

. (18)

The temporal filtered output response of the precedent equation presents the measured direct
stator current, which takes the following form:

isd (t) =

√
3

2
Im cos(φ0) × *.

,
1 + e−ξωn t

√
1

1 − ξ2 cos
(
ωn

√
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+/
-
+
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n

√
3

2
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)
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)
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(19)

where:
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√
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It can be noticed that the equation which is presented as Eq. (19) consists of two transient
responses: Isd , Ĩsd .

Isd =

√
3

2
Im cos(φ0) × *.

,
1 + e−ξωn t

√
1

1 − ξ2 cos
(
ωn

√
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)
+/
-
+
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n

√
3

2
Imda2e−ξωn t cos

(
ωn

√
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)
.

(20)

Equation (20), this component defines the continuous harmonic.

Ĩsd = Kω2
n

√
3

2
Imda1 sin

(
(ωs − ω f )t + φ1

)
. (21)

Equation (21), this response presents the harmonic component of the fault signature.
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the fault signature extraction from the direct stator current Isd control loop

The block diagram of the fault signature extraction from the musearude direct stator current
Isd control loop is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to get the alternative part of the fault signature, the subtraction of the continuous part
was used, as presented in Fig. 2. It can be written as follows:

Ĩsd = I ′md sin(2π f f t + φ1), (22)

where:

I ′md = Kω2
n

√
3

2
Imda1 , f f =

ωs − ω f

2π
.

ωn, ξ, f f , I ′
md

are the cut-off pulsation, the damping ration, frequency of the fault signature, and
the amplitude of the attenuated fault signature, respectively.

5. Discrete Fourier transformation method

To see the impact of a PI controller on the magnitude of the attenuated fault signature, the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was used (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The discrete Fourier transformation of the fault signature

The function that determines the signal as a function of frequency is presented by Eq. (23)

X (W ) =
N−1∑
n=0

X (nTe)e−jωnnTe, (23)

where:
W = K

ωe

N
, ωe = 2πFe , ∆ f =

Fe

N
.

∆ f , N , Fe, Te are frequency step, number of points, sampling frequency and frequency, respec-
tively.

X
(
K
ωe

N

)
=

N−1∑
n=0

X (nTe)e−jK
ωe
N nTe . (24)
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The formula of the fault signature Ĩsd in terms of frequency is as follows:

AĨsd
=

N−1∑
n=0

Ĩsd (nTe)e−jωnnTe . (25)

By replacing Eq. (22) with Eq. (25), we obtain the following:

AĨsd
= 2

N−1∑
n=0

Imd

2
sin(2πnTe (k∆ f ± f f ) ± φ1) − j cos(2πnTe (k∆ f ± f f ) ± φ1). (26)

6. Simulation and experimental results

To validate the theoretical analysis, the simulation and experiment are described in this section.
The parameters of the simulated induction motor are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Specification of simulated three-phase induction motor

Specification IM
Rated power 1.1 KW

Stator slots 24

Of rotor bars 22

Poles 2 P

Suppose the direct stator current takes the form below:

Isd = 1 cos (2π fst + φ0) + 0.4 cos
(
2π f f t + φ1

)
. (27)

Table 2, shows the specifications of Isd .

Table 2. Specification of direct stator current

Specification Isd

fs 40 Hz

f f 6 Hz

ωn 981 rad/s

ξ 0.7

The measured direct stator current given by Eq. (19) is illustrated in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4,
the measured direct stator current consists of two parts to respond: one presents a continuous part
and the second defines the alternative part in case of a broken bar fault. It can be noticed that
the supposed value of the continuous part magnitude is the same in the simulation; on the other
hand, in the alternative part the assumed value of the magnitude is decreased. This result can be
confirmed by Eqs. (19) and (25).
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Fig. 4. Measured direct stator current in case of broken bar fault

The magnitude of the fault signature at different fault frequencies is shown in Figs. 5(a)
and (b). It is extracted by using a DFT algorithm.

Table 3 shows the magnitude values of the isd current component in the closed loop system
and its fault signature percentage under a rotor broken bar, and mixed eccentricity respectively.

Table 3. Magnitude percentage of the fault signature in the case of broken bar fault
and mixed eccentricity fault

Broken bar fault Mixed eccentricity fault

Fault
frequency

Magnitude
of fault
signature

Magnitude
of fault
signature

(%)

Magnitude
of fault
signature
decrease
percentage

Fault
frequency

Magnitude
of fault
signature

Magnitude
of fault
signature

(%)

Magnitude
of fault
signature
decrease
percentage

6.419 0.00219 0.5475 99.4525% 9.60 0.00589 1.4743 98.5257%

6.492 0.00224 0.5600 99.4400% 14.40 0.00969 2.4257 97.5743%

6.565 0.00239 0.5975 99.4025% 19.20 0.01381 3.4513 96.5487%

6.637 0.00278 0.6950 99.305% 24.00 0.01835 4.5886 95.4114%

6.71 0.00329 0.8225 99.1775% 33.60 0.02891 7.2289 92.7711%

/ / / / 38.40 0.03501 8.7529 91.2471%

Real magnitude’s simulation value is 0.4 A. It can be seen in the second column of Table 3 that
the significant decrease in the fault signature’s magnitude was compared to the real value. When
using the control loop, the amplitude decreases greatly, which is expressed as a percentage in the
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fourth column of Table 3 (magnitude of fault signature decreased percentage). It means that the
closed-loop causes the minimization of the fault magnitude, due to the existence of a regulator.
The regulator forces the controlled variable to the reference value. This operation has an influence
on the diagnosis, which causes difficulty in detecting the fault.

The simulation results of the measured direct stator current are shown in Fig. 6(a) healthy,
(b), (c) and (d) with broken bar faults at various frequencies. These results have validated the
preceding computation. Regardless of the frequency change, it can be noticed that the amplitude
values of the fault signature that are shown in Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d) are very close to the healthy
condition magnitude values shown in Fig. 6(a). This is due to the closed loop effect.

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 5. This setup, which contains of the specifications
of the three-phase induction motor, is as follows (Table 4):

Fig. 5. Test bench

Table 4. Specification of experimented three-phase induction motor

Specification IM
Rated power 1.1 KW

Stator slots 24

Of rotor bars 22

Poles 2P

Voltages 400 V

Frequency 50 Hz

The motor is powered by a three-phase inverter (SEMIKRON). The digital signal processor
board (dspace 1104) is used for monitoring. In order to provide the DC link voltage to the VSC,
DC power supply is utilized. A magnetic powder brake is mechanically coupled to the induction
motor.
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The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7(a) healthy, (b), (c) and (d) with
a broken bar fault and eccentricity fault at different frequencies respectively. It is observed that

(A) (B)

Fig. 6. (A) simulation results, (B) experimental results of the direct stator current measured: (a) healthy; (b),
(c) and (d) in the case of broken bar fault at various frequencies

Fig. 7. Experimental results of the direct stator current measured: (a) healthy; (b), (c) and (d) in the case of
eccenricity fault at various frequencies
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in the case of broken bar and eccentricity faults, magnitude values are very close to those given
by healthy conditions. Equation (25) and simulation results corroborate the effect of closed loop
control on diagnostic indices.

7. Conclusions

This paper has investigated the effect of closed loop control on the magnitude of the direct
stator current measured in different faults (broken bar and mixed eccentricity). The basis of this
study was utilizing the transfer function of the direct stator current control loop to deduce the
expanded formula at both conditions (healthy and fault conditions). This study allows one to
find the effect of closed loop control on the magnitude of the direct stator current under faulty
condition formulation. In addition, the research shows the existence of a regulator minimizes the
amplitude values of the fault signature. It has been shown that when using the control loop, the
magnitude of the direct stator current decreases greatly. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
is used to extract the magnitude of the fault signature from the direct stator current signal. The
theoretical analysis and the simulation results were validated by the experimental results.
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